a love of reading is the most important legacy we can offer to our children and our students reading opens windows to new ideas peoples places and experiences, **developmentally appropriate practice 3 basics you need** - if you are a preschool or kindergarten teacher you probably hear read or say the words developmentally appropriate practice dap a lot or maybe you just hear it and haven t really ever fully understood what it means, **angry birds inspired outdoor game no time for flash cards** - blast those darn piggies with water balloon angry birds inspired by the mega popular video game angry birds this takes the game outside into the sun for fun all summer long earlier this year we featured a post by contributing writer kim about playing real life angry birds well because of that, **the benefits of playing with play dough the imagination tree** - these are the materials that we have to hand ready for any play dough free play session we keep these stored in jam jars in the cupboard and the girls can request any or all of these to add to the dough, **baby brown bear a foray into the unknowns of motherhood** - and of course there s also the horse part as my son calls it where you can see knights compete in an exciting jousting tournament with this and all of the other kid features i guarantee you ll have much more fun here than you would at medieval times, **dallas theater center a christmas carol 2017** - a christmas carol by charles dickens adapted by kevin moriarty directed by tiffany nichole greene dallas family favorite holiday tradition. **1000 black girl books resource guide grassroots** - a love of reading is the most important legacy we can offer to our children and our students reading opens windows to new ideas peoples places and experiences, **how to talk to little girls latina fatale** - lately i ve been telling my daughter when she comes up with a cool outfit but i think it s important because she dresses for her own satisfaction and not any particular style that i can discern, **alumni valley youth theatre** - lauren antioco lauren is the director of education and director of the playmakers performance troupe at vyt she completed graduate school at asu with a teaching certificate in theatre arts and has a b a in theatre arts psychology from iona college in nyc, **cherry vanilla delight cake sweetapolita** - divide batter evenly among 3 cake pans smoothing the surface with a small offset spatula or rubber spatula use a digital kitchen scale for accuracy mine were 560 grams per pan one 60 gram cupcake tester if possible